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Designing molecular systems for molecular electronics or for solar energy conversion that are capable of moving

charge efficiently over long distances through molecular bridges requires a fundamental understanding of electron
transport in donor-bridge-acceptor systems. In this paper theoretical investigation was performed on electron
transport properties of 4-amino 4-nitro biphenyl (DBA-based molecule that was sandwiched between two gold
surfaces). Dependence of the molecular electronic structure of the gold–molecule complex on the external electric
field was studied, too. On the other hand, the electronic conduction was analyzed from the change in the shape
of molecular orbital and the evolution of the highest occupied–lowest occupied molecular orbitals gap of the
gold–molecule complex under the influence of the electric field. Values of potential barrier that were determined
experimentally and the obtained results are reported in this paper.
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1. Introduction

The experimental demonstration of the conceptu-
ally fundamental molecular electronic components like
molecular wires, molecular rectifiers, and molecular
switches [1–5] can be considered as major step towards
the “post-silicon technology”. In all these molecular recti-
fiers it remains as one of the central attractions of molec-
ular electronics research [6–11]. As discussed in paper,
it is clear that donor (D)/acceptor (A) substituted al-
lenic molecules is a useful alternate for the present days
rectifiers. As in case of junction diode, the pn-junction
part controls the electron flow; here in the donor–bridge–
acceptor (DBA) type of molecular rectifier, the bridging
unit between the D and A controls the flow of electron. In
view of the potential rectifying ability of the D/A sub-
stituted allenic molecule here in this paper, a detailed
analysis on the effect of the allenic bridge placed in the
electron transfer path between the donor and acceptor,
has been carried out through frontier molecular orbital
(FMO) analysis.

2. Computational detail

The detailed analysis of the structure-property corre-
lation while considering various perturbing effects like
D/A effect, effect of hetero atom substitution in the al-
lenic bridge, vinyl conjugation, etc., was carried out and
all these results were compared with the reported DBA
type of rectifiers.

References to the Bhanuprakash article donor and ac-
ceptor linkers have influence on bridges the same as this
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paper. A particular challenge stems from the realiza-
tion that the properties of molecular wires are strongly
influenced by (I) characteristics of the molecule (II) na-
ture of linkage and thus metal–molecule interaction. To
achieve the transport property, theoretical analysis of
the frontier molecular orbital will give a clear picture
of the structure–property relationship. Molecule DB1A–
DB11A considered are shown in Fig. 1 and the cor-
responding optimized molecular geometric parameters
around the ring junctions for molecules DB1A–DB11A
are shown in Table I.

Fig. 1. DBA is composed of 3 rings and NH2, NO2
linkers (donor, acceptor) from both sides of molecules is
attached to the benzene ring that has different bridges.

It is well recognized that the energy difference be-
tween highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) known
as HOMO–LUMO gap (HLG) (Tables II and III) is a key
parameter determining (Figs. 2 and 3) the conductance
property [12–14]. Our approach is to analyze the role of
aromatic π-bridges on electron transport property in a
DBA system through frontier molecular orbital analysis.
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TABLE I

Optimized bond lengths Ri [Å] and twist angles Di [◦]
along the each ring junction for molecule DB1A–DB11

Mol. R1 D1 R2 D2

D B1 A 1.48016 -35.16999 1.48069 -35.2582
D B2 A 1.47620 -34.51412 1.48543 -15.07687
D B3 A 1.47797 10.89558 1.47695 35.24311
D B4 A 1.47297 -33.84643 1.48416 -0.16714
D B5 A 1.46932 -0.71830 1.47430 -35.21194
D B6 A 1.47197 -14.14660 1.48000 -16.02357
D B7 A 1.47434 -13.14653 1.48289 16.44992
D B8 A 1.46011 -0.00146 1.47690 0.07601
D B9 A 1.46005 -24.85776 1.45045 18.04467
D B10 A 1.45220 -0.43128 1.44721 0.09291
D B11 A 1.46274 -23.88989 1.45983 -15.95370

TABLE II

HOMO, LUMO and HLG levels [eV] for free molecule.

Mol. HOMO LUMO HLG
H2N B1 NO2 -5.46542774 -2.344978349 3.120459391
H2N B2 NO2 -5.61262922 -2.399221135 3.213408085
H2N B3 NO2 -5.486153578 -2.449375269 3.036778309
H2N B4 NO2 -5.770723774 -2.478268412 3.292455362
H2N B5 NO2 -5.586734423 -2.562222071 3.024512352
H2N B6 NO2 -5.64942709 -2.538235312 3.111191778
H2N B7 NO2 -5.673141273 -2.5289677 3.144173573
H2N B8 NO2 -5.950897049 -2.802262264 3.148534785
H2N B9 NO2 -5.105363766 -2.235129892 2.870233874
H2N B10 NO2 -5.207852648 -2.322081896 2.885770752
H2N B11 NO2 -5.34986517 -2.395132483 2.954732687

Molecular orbitals of 11 complexes systems offer
a unique context for the study of intra molecular
charge transfer (charge delocalization) within molecules
(Fig. 2). The property arises after one-electron of donor-
p (bridge)-donor molecules, where a competition for the
positive charge occurs between the donors through the p-

TABLE III

Calculated distance between Au and the linker L: dα for
triangle Au and dβ for lozenge Au [Å], binding energy Eb,
HOMO, LUMO and HLG energies [eV] for 11 complexes.

Comp. dα dβ Eb EHOMO ELUMO EHLG

AuNB1NO2Au 1.27711 3.26649 -1.488 -5.406 -3.648 1.758
AuNB2NO2Au 1.37272 4.13580 -1.814 -5.638 -3.799 1.839
AuNB3NO2Au 1.36269 4.16934 -1.752 -5.526 -3.934 1.592
AuNB4NO2Au 1.36324 4.06201 -1.837 -5.628 -3.785 1.843
AuNB5NO2Au 1.36977 4.10680 -1.880 -5.548 -3.896 1.732
AuNB6NO2Au 1.37393 4.05375 -1.869 -5.639 -3.816 1.823
AuNB7NO2Au 1.36125 4.15790 -1.741 -5.609 -3.936 1.673
AuNB8NO2Au 1.36880 3.98664 -1.850 -5.695 -3.895 1.8
AuNB9NO2Au 1.35760 3.98183 -1.652 -5.444 -3.908 1.536
AuNB10NO2Au 1.36996 3.91295 -1.733 -5.521 -3.852 1.669
AuNB11NO2Au 2.95725 4.40735 -1.741 -5.648 -4.141 1.507

conjugated bridge. We can have two views (I, II). I: with
full charge delocalization between the donors through the
bridge, and II: where the charge resides on one of the
donors and the bridge stops delocalization conversely.
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Fig. 2. The shape of HOMO and LUMO orbital fore
the free molecule.

Representations of the molecular orbitals for the
HOMO and LUMO electronic states for compounds are
presented in Fig. 1, which show the typical delocalization
of the charge of a conjugated molecule, using p-type or-
bitals along the complete structure. Therefore, depend-
ing on if the charge transport is through the HOMO or
the LUMO orbital, the conductance of both molecules
could be different. Based on the proximity of the HOMO
energies of both molecules, as obtained from electrochem-
istry, with the Fermi level of gold, as a first approxima-
tion, the injection could be through the HOMO.

3. Principle of electrical rectification

The principle of the electrical rectification and elec-
tron transport characteristics of such types of molecules
are well explained by Ellenbogen and Love in a simple
manner by considering the FMOs which are responsible
for the electron transport through the molecule [15]. As
explained in the article by Ellenbogen and Love [15], in
a proper applied bias voltage, electron tunneling occurs
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from the acceptor part of the molecule to the donor part,
through the unoccupied manifold of the molecular or-
bitals. When such a molecule is connected through two
electrodes (acceptor part connected to the cathode and
donor part connected to the anode) and a proper forward
bias (at least it should be sufficient enough to raise the
Fermi energy of the electron in the occupied level of gold
contact on the acceptor side to that of the energy of the
LUMO localized on the acceptor part of the molecule)
is applied, then the electron can flow from the gold con-
tact to the LUMO, localized on the acceptor part. The
injected electron from the gold contact to the acceptor
part of the molecule can now tunnel through the cen-
tral insulating bridge to the higher unoccupied molecu-
lar orbital localized in the donor half of the molecule and
finally escapes into the gold contact lying in the donor
part. In analogy to the forward bias condition, in a re-
verse applied bias, for electron transfer to occur from the
donor part of the molecule to the acceptor part through
the central insulating bridge, the reverse bias must be
sufficient to raise the Fermi energy of the gold contact
on the donor side of the molecule so that it is at least
as high as the energy of the empty orbital localized on
the donor part of the molecule. According to Ellenbogen
and Love [15], during the process of applied bias in the
forward and reverse bias conditions, energy level align-
ment occurs in the molecule which is responsible for a
feasible electron transfer process in the forward bias con-
dition compared to reverse biased condition (reverse bi-
ased process requires more energy than for the forward
biased), and thus rectification occurs.

4. Methodology

Full geometry optimization of these structures is car-
ried out within density functional theory (DFT), us-
ing the Gaussian 03 package. The B3LYP exchange-
correlation functional and a 6-31G* basis set for non-
metal groups and LANL2DZ for the metal atoms (the
gold atoms) are applied.

Each gold cluster consisted of three gold atoms that
were placed as an equilateral triangle with sides of
2.88 Å [16]; the relative positions of the gold atoms were
fixed in triangle and lozenge. The linker was positioned
in the hollow site of the gold cluster and the distance
between the two gold surfaces was fixed in space and all
other geometric parameters were optimized. To obtain
the ground state distance between the gold surface and
the linker, we performed a series of calculations varying
the distance between 1.90 and 2.39 Å and the minima
were found for each complex. In the final, the two gold
surfaces were fixed in the space and the electric field (EF )
of magnitude zero to 0.103 V/Å aligned along the Au3-
linker-DBA-linker-Au3 inter atomic vector was applied to
each complex that could reasonably represent the work-
ing condition of the molecular wire.

On the other hand, some researchers have studied the
effects of high magnitude of electric field in experiment.
For example the polycrystalline manganite samples were

studied under high magnetic fields. The result is that at
higher magnetic fields, the spins are aligned, the magneti-
zation approaches saturation, and external magnetic field
has weak effect on the transport properties: the magne-
toresistance increase rate substantially reduces (usually,
linearly) [17–19].

5. Interaction with gold cluster

The electrical performance of a molecule sandwiched
between two metal electrodes is predominated by many
factors, such as the nature of the molecule itself [20],
the interface between the molecule and electrode [21],
the electrode material [22], and the electrode shape [23].
The interaction between the molecule and the electrode
also includes attaching two small gold clusters [24, 25].

Many researchers have used small golden clusters as
electrodes in their research and have achieved good re-
sults. Many researchers have used golden clusters as elec-
trodes in their research and have achieved good results.
Briere et al., for example, have used small clusters of met-
als as electrods, including a gold triple cluster, and has
gained promising results. Another scholar who studied
small golden clusters was Prashant. Prashant et al., have
studied the low-energy electronic structures and proper-
ties of small gold clusters [26, 27].

In this regard, it is of utmost importance to study and
understand charge transport through a single molecular
chain and to correlate it with its specific chemical struc-
ture and associated electronic properties in order to opti-
mize its conductance [28, 29]. The terminated atoms are
always confined at the centers of the gold triangles, that
is, the hollow site of the gold clusters, the orientation,
and the structures of the complexes were obtained. We
firstly performed a geometric optimization at distance be-
tween the two gold triangles and the terminated atom in
each complex [30]. The optimized geometry of A–DB–Au
showed where DBA remains a planar conformation and is
perpendicular to the gold triangles in all eight complexes.
We compared just the bond distance between terminal
atom and Au because the geometries for other atoms
of the phenyl rings are barely affected [31]. Table III
presents the energetic and typical geometrical parame-
ters for the energetically optimal distance between the
terminated atom and the gold surfaces. Also we concen-
trate our attention on the relationship between the con-
ductance change and the location of molecular orbital’s
(MOs), especially the HOMOs and the LUMOs. In this
way these the shapes of HOMO and LUMO orbital’s for
complexes are shown in Fig. 3.

The binding energy Eb is defined as:
Eb = Au(III)/DBA/Au(III)

−[E(DBA) + 2E(Au(III))].

E(DBA) is the total energy of DBA and E(Au(III)) and
E(Au(III)/DBA/Au(III)) are total energies of gold clus-
ter and the complex of molecule on the gold clusters,
respectively.
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Fig. 3. The shape of HOMO and LUMO orbitals for
complexes.

There are several methods to trap gold nanoparticles
within the gap. The first reported method is to trap
deposited nanoparticles in the gap by applying an alter-
nating electric field [32]. As a representative example,
the bond length variation under various EF for complex
1 is shown in Fig. 4. It is known that the bond length al-
ternation (defined as the average difference between the
adjacent single and double bonds) along the backbone of

Fig. 4. Bond length evolution for complex 1 under var-
ious EF s with respects to the zero EF case.

a conjugated system is a crucial parameter for tuning the
transportation behavior [33, 34]. At zero field DBAs have
longer single bonds and shorter double bond. When EF

increases the carbon–carbon single bonds are shortened
and the double bonds tend to be elongated, resulting in
a decreased bond length alternation. This variation of
bond lengths corresponds to the balance of the conjuga-
tion within the whole molecule under the interaction with
electric field. Moreover, after the application of EF , the
charges on each atom in the molecule are redistributed.
Figure 5 presents the Mulliken charge variation on each
atom for complex 1 under the effect of the electric field.

Fig. 5. Mulliken atomic charge variation on each atom
for complex 1 under various EF s with respect to the zero
EF case.

Fig. 6. NBO charge variation on each atom for com-
plex 1 under various EF s with respect to the zero EF
case.

Fig. 7. Electric field effect on the charge transfer for
complexes.
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The figure clearly demonstrates the charge transfer from
one to the other end of molecule. It is obvious that with
the increase in EF the charge on the S1 and S14 increases.
Also, we study changes of NBO charge under the various
EF on each atom for complex 1 in Fig. 6. The analyses of
charge transfer across the metamolecule interfaces have
also been performed at various electric field strengths.
Figure 7 shows the variation of charge transfer from the
gold cluster to the molecular region versus the EF for
complexes 1, 2, and 3. When an electric field is applied,
the MOs of molecules are expected to vary. Therefore,
it is important to understand how the HOMO, LUMO,
and HLG respond to the external field. We can see that
HOMO and LUMO shift toward each other with the in-
crease in EF leading to decrease in HLG. The shift of
energy levels depends on both the magnitude of the ap-
plied field and the interfacial properties. Among three
complexes, LUMO and thus HLG of complex 1 show the
most pronounced electric field dependence.

6. Potential barrier for the electron transfer

From the above discussion, it is clear that though un-
equal orbital population distribution is observed for dif-
ferent molecules, LUMO (having the extended popula-
tion all over the molecule) can serve as the conduction
channel in the electron transfer process. According to
hypothesis, in an electronic circuit Fermi level of the
electrode contact lies approximately in the middle of the
HLG [35–40].

In a sufficient applied voltage (the applied voltage must
be sufficient enough to raise the energy of electron in the
Fermi level of contact to that of the LUMO), one electron
will be injected from the cathode contact to the LUMO
of the molecule. Due to the delocalized nature of the
vacant LUMO, the injected electron in the LUMO can
travel through the molecule from one end to the other
showing the conductance ability of the molecule. This
applied voltage, which is required to bring the molecule
to behave as a conductor, is called the potential barrier
(PB) for conduction. Thus, to gauge the electron trans-
port property in a molecule through frontier molecular
orbital analysis, PB for all the molecules was calculated
using as shown below [35]:

PB = 1/2HLG+ q,

where q = 0 for LUMO as conduction channel. q =
ELUMO when the conduction channel is other than
LUMO. The quantity ELUMO can be defined as if LUMO
is not fully delocalized, the conduction channel will be
the still higher unoccupied orbital (LUMO + n), which
is fully delocalized all over the molecule and the ELUMO

will be equal to ELUMO + n − ELUMO. 1/2 HLG is
the measure of the Fermi level, which according to as-
sumption lies in the middle of HOMO-LUMO gap. As
discussed in the previous section, LUMO is the full de-
localized low lying vacant orbital for all the molecules,
and can serve the channel for conduction process. So us-
ing the extreme conditionq q = 0, for all the molecules,

we have calculated the PB required for the conduction.
Along with the HOMO and LUMO orbital energies, PB
values for all the molecules are shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV

PB value [eV] for molecules.

DB1A 1.560
DB2A 1.605
DB3A 1.515
DB4A 1.645
DB5A 1.511
DB6A 1.555
DB7A 1.572
DB8A 1.574
DB9A 1.435
DB10A 1.442
DB11A 1.477

As it is shown in Table IV, for molecules with electron
rich aromatic bridges (molecules 9–11), observed PB was
low compared to that of the molecules with electron de-
ficient aromatic bridge (molecules 2–8). Thus in the se-
ries, lower PB values observed were for molecules 9–11
(where the bridging unit was a 5-membered electron rich
aromatic ring) and higher PB values for molecules 2–8,
where the bridging unit was a 6-membered electron rich
aromatic ring. The only exception was molecule 5, which
showed a less PB value. Molecule 5, where the positions
of the two N-atoms in the bridge diazine unit nearer to
the donor side, created destabilization of HOMO and ul-
timately reduced the HLG (vice versa for molecule 4,
where the N-atoms were nearer to acceptor side). Again,
for molecule 1, due to the maximum twisting at the ring
junctions, the PB value (which was intermediate of the
set of molecules 2–8 and 9–11) was obtained. Analysis
showed that potential barrier required to achieve the con-
ductions in these aromatic bridged molecules were largely
dependent on the differential structural parameters aris-
ing due to the presence of the aromatic bridge, but at
the same time, the effect of the electron density of the
aromatic bridge on the PB also could not be neglected.
In other words, the combined effect of structure and the
electron density of the bridging aromatic ring were re-
sponsible for the stabilization/destabilization of the fron-
tier molecular orbitals and ultimately affected the PB.

7. Results and discussion

In the electron transfer process, electronic structure
largely controlled the degree of electronic interaction be-
tween the D and A by affecting the degree of coupling in-
teractions of the orbitals. In DBA type of systems, where
the bridge had the ability to control the communication
between the D and A by impacting differential structural
orientations, a detailed analysis of the geometric param-
eters could give a preliminary idea regarding the nature
of electronic interaction between the D and A. Various
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aromatic ring bridged DBA types of molecules (molecules
1–11), considered for the study, were shown in Table III.
As the ring junctions had the most susceptible geomet-
ric parameters, precaution was taken to get the actual
minima for all the molecules and the corresponding opti-
mized molecular geometric parameters around the ring
junctions obtained from B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) optimized
geometries were shown in Table IV. It is clear that during
the process of optimization, molecules 8 and 10 turned
out to be planar and all other molecules twisted at one or
both the ring junctions. Also, it could be seen from the
table that the extent of twisting at the bridge junctions
varies from bridge to bridge and among all the twisted
conformations. The maximum twisting was observed for
molecule 1. Maximum twisting for molecule 1 can be at-
tributed to the maximal boundary CH–CH interactions
near both the ring junctions. For molecules 6 and 7, small
twisting was observed at both the ends due to minimal
CH–CH interactions. For molecule 8, where there was no
such CH–CH interactions, this turned out to be planar.
This was a clear indication of the impact of secondary in-
teractions on deviation of geometry from planarity. Dur-
ing the process of minimization, molecules 1, 4, 5 and
8 turned out to be C2-symmetric (molecule 8 is C2V-
symmetric) and all other molecules to C1-symmetric. For
these molecules which had no symmetry, –NH2 pyra-
midality was also observed. Analysis of the junction
bond lengths showed that, compared to the molecules
with 6-membered aromatic bridges (molecules 1–8), re-
duced in bond lengths were observed for molecules with
5-membered aromatic bridges (molecules 9–11).

This can be explained by considering the electron ex-
cess/deficient nature of the central aromatic bridge. It
is well known that 5-membered heterocyclic aromatic
compounds are electron rich (6-membered hetero cyclic
aromatic compounds are electron deficient) and this fa-
vors the easier dissipation of the excess electron density
towards the acceptor side resulting in a reduced bond
length. It could also be seen that ring junctions bonds
for all the molecules showed little double bond character-
istics. This tending double bond characteristic indicated
the existence of partial coupling of the orbitals at the ring
junctions of the molecules (though the two rings in most
of the molecules are little out of phase due to twisting).

HOMO–LUMO gap is a key parameter for determining
the conductance property. This parameter calculated for
molecules and complexes. Natural bond orbital (NBO)
(Fig. 7) analysis was carried out in order to explore the
nature of A–L (L was the terminal atom of the linker)
interface in greater detail [29]. The orbital character and
the occupancy of the bond between Au and the linker
(A–L) were collected in Table V.

8. Conclusion

Through frontier molecular orbital analysis using the
DFT formalism, we carried out a systematic study on
the DBA molecules with various aromatic bridges placed

TABLE V

Orbital characterization (s/p/d [%]) of Au–L bonds.

Comp. Occ. Au/L [%] s p d

1 0.772 50.95/49.05 91.5 1.18 7.27
2 0.79 53.71/46.29 94.7 1.07 4.22
3 0.78 55.19/44.81 94.5 1.01 4.45
4 0.80 53.98/46.02 94.5 0.96 4.49
5 0.79 37.90/62.10 91.0 1.28 7.67
6 0.81 49.55/50.45 94.3 1.08 4.57
7 0.80 49.77/50.23 93.7 0.56 5.71
8 0.95 34.85/65.15 92.9 0.32 6.71
10 0.76 48.38/51.62 92.2 0.49 7.30

on the conduction path between the donor and accep-
tor and through the PB values. we characterized the
conduction ability of these molecules. The important
observations in this study can be outlined as follows.
(1) For all the molecules, the molecular orbital analy-
sis showed that due to the fully delocalized nature of
the frontier molecular orbitals (which can be treated as
conduction channel) all can be expected to behave as po-
tential molecular wires. (2) When an aromatic bridge
was placed in the conduction path between the donor
and acceptor, an overall decrease in PB compared to the
direct connected donor–acceptor molecule was seen and
this suggested the potential usefulness of these bridges.
(3) Conductance ability in molecules with electron rich
five membered aromatic bridges could be readily achieved
at lower PB compared to electron deficient six-membered
aromatic bridged molecules. This gives new structure-
property tailoring principle which can be utilized in fu-
ture design of potential molecular wires. Thus, such
structure-property exploitation will be further helpful in
designing new polymeric molecular materials for molec-
ular electronics
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